Resume  of  Michela  M.
______________________________________________________________________________
CAREER OBJECTIVE
My wish is to apply my diverse cultural and professional experience, technical knowledge and foreign language skills
to expand my career experience within an internationally-focused company.
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
Foreign language skills
Acted as interpreter and produced translations (English-Italian, Spanish-Italian)
	Languages spoken & written: Italian (Native language); English (Extremely fluent); Spanish (Very fluent)
Specialized skills
Vast knowledge of several software packages, operating systems and programming languages
Extensive experience in Data Analysis (Statistics and Predictive modeling), Data Mining applications,
Database management, Project Management and video Post-production systems (subtitling, PAL/NTSC formatting)
Recruiting, Training 
& Supervisory skills
Recruited, trained, managed, motivated and supervised junior personnel
	Managed and coordinated small project teams
	Worked as a tutor in various subjects (Mathematics, Computer Science, Statistics, Accounting, English, Italian)
Communication 
& interpersonal skills
Worked efficiently in a team environment and appreciated the group dynamics
Gave presentations to management on projects I have been involved with
Interacted and worked with people of many nationalities and culture. 
	Demonstrated friendly character, patience, sense of humor and adaptability to new situations
General 
work skills
Able to work efficiently within a substantial project, determine priorities and organize tasks independently
Adapts with flexibility and creativity to changing and demanding situations
	Works well under pressure and always meets deadlines; demonstrates resourcefulness, enthusiasm and initiative
EDUCATION & AWARDS
Nov. 1994
University  of  Padua (Italy)     “Laurea” (comparable to Honor’s Degree) in Statistical and Business Studies, completed with full marks (110/110 points).  Major subjects: Statistics, Mathematics, Microeconomics and Macroeconomics, Computer Science, Operational Research, Political Economy, Econometrics, Quality Control, Demography, English and Spanish languages.
Awards:
1993: European Community scholarship (tempus) to attend a language and culture course in an Eastern European University
1995: European Community scholarship (comett) for participating in an internship program with an European organization
1995: Selected for participating in an international internship program (organized by the international students’ association aiesec)
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
July 2004 - 
Present
Major Post-Production company (Los Angeles, USA)   
Position: Italian Subtitle Editor / Translator / Trainer and Team supervisor when required
Responsibilities: Simulate, correlate, proof read, spot and translate films, video games, documentaries, TV shows and marketing brochures for the Italian market. Evaluate recruitment applications and train new personnel. Act as team supervisor when needed.
Feb 05-Pres.
International Television Channel (Los Angeles, USA)   Position: Italian Translator / Translator Coordinator / Researcher    Responsibilities: Translate (and/or coordinate the translation of) TV shows scripts, research relevant information and populate databases, support Italian talents during live recordings.
Nov. 2001- 
March 2004
Major Financial Institution (Melbourne, Australia)   Position: Manager of Credit Risk Analysis, Credit Risk, Global Cards Division.
Responsibilities: Provide robust statistical analysis and modeling to support the design and/or improvements of current credit strategies; conduct performance analysis and monitoring of portfolio credit quality; provide advice to relevant portfolios.
March 1998 - 
Oct. 2001
Major Financial Institution (Melbourne, Australia)   Position: Database Marketing Portfolio Manager (previously Campaign Manager)
Responsibilities: Plan and develop Direct Marketing projects; use statistical modeling and programming tools to analyze customer databases, identify predictors of individual behavior and determine pockets of profit opportunity; manage relationships with other key portfolios, to proactively identify potential marketing opportunities and strategies.
Nov. 1997 - 
Feb. 1998
Women’s Center (Melbourne, Australia)  Position: Volunteer on a regular basis
Responsibilities: Manage and re-engineer database; design brochures; promote fundraising events; customer service.
Aug. 1995 - 
Nov. 1997
International Consultancy Company (Detroit, US; London, UK; Melbourne, Australia)
Position: Consultant/Analyst in Database Marketing (previously trainee with field assignments)
Responsibilities: Conduct statistical data analysis and modeling to improve Database Marketing techniques in the US, UK and European markets; research, develop and provide technical assistance on the proprietary Direct Marketing software; prepare reports and presentations; support clients.
May – July 
1995
Statistical Research Center (Padua, Italy)   Position: Statistician/Researcher
Responsibilities: Part of the team responsible for the “Statistical Analysis and Research Methods On The Health Organizations” research project, developed within the Centre.
January -
April 1995
Italian Foreign Trade Commission (Madrid, Spain)  Position: Trainee in Market Research and other projects
Responsibilities: Conduct market research, liaise with clients, analyze trade relations in the European market, manage and enhance the database, compose/translate articles for the Commission’s publications, promote international trade exhibitions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Personal interests: travelling, foreign languages, reading, music, independent cinema, yoga, Tai Chi and playing with my dog Spina on the beach
	Volunteer work & other activities: translator (English<>Italian) for various non-profit organizations

